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TENZO COLOUR NO. MATERIAL

Design by: Olivier Toulouse 
Design says something about 
who you are. That’s why Olivier 
Toulouse is inspired by people. 
By watching humans, new  
designs emerge.

No handles 
The doors have no handles  
disturbing the overall clean look. 
Instead, you can easily open the 
door at the top, where you’ll find an 
elegant cutout that also gives the 
furniture its character.

Unicoloured 
The legs have the same color as the 
rest of the furniture, giving your 
home a cohesive and uniform look.

PARMA

062 DARK TAUPE MATTE

067 MISTY GREEN MATTE

026 LAKE BLUE MATTE
Top: Laquered mdf 
Fronts: Laquered mdf 
Sides, bottom: Lacquered chipboard 
Shelves: Minipearl melamine covered chipboard 
Legs: Metal, plastic feet

Rounded edges 
The front edges have a rounded 
shape that corresponds with the 
round metal legs. 

FSC®-certified 
products
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DESIGN BY:
Olivier ToulousePARMA

Lake blue
9006313026

Dark taupe
9006313062

Misty green 
9006313067

6313
Tv stand 3 doors
W:146 x D:43 x H:51 cm

Lake blue
9006323026

Dark taupe
9006323062

Misty green 
9006323067

6323
Sideboard 3 doors
W:164 x D:43 x H:83 cm

Lake blue
9006330026

Dark taupe
9006330062

Misty green 
9006330067

6330
Highboard 2 doors
W:120 x D:43 x H:131 cm



Parma is a monochromatic, contemporary collection designed for modern living. This versatile 
collection offers plenty of storage while adding both elegance and softness to your home. The legs 
gracefully match the colour of the rest of the furniture, creating a clean and cohesive look that’s 
pleasing to the eye. A seamless, unicoloured finish brings a sense of unity to your home.
The round edges and curved legs give a sense of softness while the doors without handles give you 
elegant furniture that will easily find its place in all interiors. Olivier Toulouse has designed the  
original cutout handle on the top plate with usability and simplicity in mind.

UNICOLOURED AND CONTEMPORARY WITH A TOUCH OF ELEGANCE
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